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In 1881, Meyer Guggenheim paid $5,000 for a one-third interest in 2 lead and 

silver mines located in Leadville, Colorado. He was appalled to find the mines 

flooded, yet they began producing $250,000 annually soon after. By the end of 

World War 1, the Guggenheim family business controlled more than 80% of the 

world’s supply of silver, copper, and lead. That is a family dynasty in mining. 

Ask: Wouldn’t you like to be the one to get that advice to invest in those 2 

Colorado mines? 

I’m here to talk to you about the hottest thing today. Better than crypto, better 

than AI, better than green technology, I’m talking about mining for rare earth 

elements. 

Rare earth elements are: the little spices added to industry that make products 

that you use smaller, lighter, stronger and the services you enjoy faster, user-

friendly, and secure. 

In the Periodic Table, there are 32 elements vital to global industries. Within 

those 32, 17 are Rare earth elements. They are critical to US national and 

economic security. They are engineered to provide many uses which include: 

• life-saving cancer diagnosis and treatment

• water and air purification

• glass and optical lenses

• They make metals lighter and stronger

• They are vital to the energy petroleum industry

• They are used to create high-powered batteries found in

o hybrid cars

o phones

o wind turbines

• Rare earths are in jet aircrafts. There are in military applications and enable

scientific progress.

They are in about 90% of everything you see and use in your life today. There 

are 32 elements They are the Bedrock of life’s modern conveniences.  
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To reduce carbon emissions, you need rare earths. This makes them vital to green 

technology. 

Where do we get rare earths? The world gets them from China. That’s right. 90% 

of the world’s supply comes from China. A sole-supplier for the world is 

unsustainable. Not only is it not sustainable it is a starvation diet for industries 

worldwide and for progress of mankind. China does not meet demand today nor 

will it in the future. Don’t just take my word for it, put rare earth elements in your 

news feed to see evidence of what I’m sharing with you. 

It’s time to kick our dependency on one source. To become mineral independent. 

• You want to invest in a sector with the profitability of oil.

• You want to invest in preserving and generating extreme growth in months

not years.

• You want to invest in a highly regulated fund with the Securities and

Exchange Commission of the United States.

Invest with Headstream Capital Partners. 

Your venture with Headstream Capital offers direct investment, direct 

partnership, and a safe-haven of tangible assets and tangible resources. 

Uncorrelated to all markets. Even Virus Pandemic proof.

Do you want the equivalent of 20th century oil profitability? The potential for 

the same type of financial gain is available in the 21st century through rare earth 

elements. 
• Rare Earths are the new 21st century oil.

Without rare earths there would be no green technologies. There would be no AI. 
There will be no advancements in technology, science, health care, defense, you 
name the industry. It starts at Rare Earth Elements. Endless global demand.

 Now is your chance to invest in the second re-industrialization of the United 
States supported by US government agencies. Invest in the freedom of 
economies and industries worldwide to flourish in the same. Not just a wish. It’s 
an actual plan to bring U.S. mining back to life practically overnight and re-
industrialize the U.S. by 2030. This is a perfect fit for the Crown Prince’s vision. 
The crown prince’s cooperation with the GCC to encourage invest in the US is a 
2030 financial vision. It will be an explosion for industries worldwide. 
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On the path to stockpiling rare earth elements are bi-products which are an 

abundance of gold, platinum, and palladium. Just to name a few. Your 

immediate return on investment would be the abundant gold in our 

portfolio. 

Will you seize this opportunity of a lifetime? We have the hottest private 

placement fund. Period. Today’s offering is for a limited number of 

investors. 

1. We have 60 spots for Private Placement Fund. Entities bring a minimum of

$5 million commitment for a period of your choice either 3-yrs or 6-yrs. 
That earns double digit returns, doubling your money in 3-years or tripling 
your money in 6-yrs. And that’s with a restricted, secured, private 
placement fund regulated and well-monitored.

2. We have 20 spots for Partnership. Partnership is your second option to vast 
wealth generation. We offer 49% ownership rights in production with a 
starting minimum of $24 million. That is your return annually whether that 

be in financial redemption or gold, if you like. A 3% deposit is required.

3. We have 5 spots for Ownership Stake. Those of you that have executive 
action at $100 million, we offer direct partnership and equal sharing of 
profits in mines of a minimum of 1 million ounces of gold. 

Ask yourself, will you be a leader and one of the first to drive re-industrialization 

of the United States and the world? Say YES! 

Contact CEO Brian Ecker or I for more information and visit our website: 

www.headstreamcapitalpartnerslp.com.  Thanks. 
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